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Mission to Burma:
Compassion and hope guide Bellingham doctor
By John D’Onofrio

mountains of
eastern Burma, John Snow is in pain.
Somewhere in the

He’s broken his arm and finds himself in need
of medical attention, an unfamiliar situation for the
Bellingham family physician - he’s used to providing the care, not receiving it.
Snow first went to Burma in 2006 to offer his
medical expertise to the Karen people, a tribal
group that lives along the southeastern border with
Thailand. Burma, one of the poorest countries in
the world, has suffered more than
50 years of civil
war.
John Snow is
not his real name.
The pseudonym
is necessary to
protect his security; he works in
one of the most
dangerous places
The Karen people: ‘An enormous, latent dignity’ on Earth.
Photo by John Snow
The situation
in Burma is dire
,indeed. The central government has a long history
of ruthlessness towards its own people, especially
where the ethnic minority groups, like the Karen,
are concerned. Making up about seven percent of
the population, the Karen (who also occupy portions of Thailand) have been the targets of an
intensifying campaign of violence this year, despite
highly publicized “reforms,” including ‘free’ elections, the adoption of a new constitution, and last
year’s release of political prisoner Aung San Suu Kyi,
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1991, who has
spent 15 of the last 22 years under house arrest.
Since his introduction to the Karen people and
their desperate plight, John Snow has made 11 trips
into the mountains of Burma. It began back in ‘06
when he was practicing family medicine at the Sea
Mar Clinic in Bellingham.
While on a three-month sabbatical from Sea
Mar, Snow visited Southeast Asia to look for work
among the Karen. “Those first encounters with the
Photo by
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ethnic people of Burma and the work of the Free
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Burma Rangers prompted me to come back yearly
to provide a month of training for medics inside
Burma,” he said.
The Free Burma Rangers (FBR) is a humanitarian group working in the war-torn country since
1997. They conduct relief, advocacy, leadership
development and unity missions among 11 different ethnic groups in Burma.
“I went for a month each year, and then more
often starting in 2009,” he explains.
“I go into Burma for about one month in three,”
he continues, “to teach in the Jungle School of
Medicine - Kaw Thoo Lei (JSMK) that we - the
Free Burma Rangers - established there. Snow works
alongside a team of doctors, nurses, midwives and
others who train FBR team members in the work
they do, and keep more than 50 five-person teams
supplied and coordinated.
“I teach medics (their equivalent of doctors),
care for hospital and clinic patients, and develop the
curriculum for JSMK. The school also allows us to
provide healthcare for 13 villages within a day’s walk
from us, as well as patients referred from elsewhere
by Free Burma Ranger medics.
“Most of our medics will become members of
Free Burma Ranger teams, who travel within Karen
state, moving to wherever attacks by the Burma
Army are occurring. They meet with villagers on
the run – internally displaced people (IDPs) and
give them medical care, food, and supplies.”
A Long Road

It’s long way from the suburbs of Chicago, where
Snow was born, to the mountains of Burma. But
even at an early age, he felt the desire to be of service.
“My grandfather was a physician/explorer/missionary in the Solomon Islands in the early 1900s,”
he says. “I never met him, but his legends were
compelling.
“I wanted to be a missionary doctor from an
early age. This has taken the shape of serving poor
people as a doctor, which runs like a thread through
all my experiences. If I can keep the intent of serving someone else at the heart of my work, so much
of the confusion and conflicts settle down to just
one question: ‘how can I help this one?’”
www.nwbmonline.com

After receiving his undergraduate degree from Wheaton College,
he earned his doctorate from Loyola
University in 1984 and completed his
residency in family practice at the U.S.
Naval Hospital in Pensacola, Fla. in
1990.
In 1991 Snow embarked on a journey of discovery, visiting small hospitals
and medical groups in Ecuador, Peru,
Bolivia, Haiti, Kenya and Tanzania.
What he saw opened his eyes.
“Family Practice training in the US
is oriented toward American medical
concerns,” Snow explains. “After a year
visiting various hospitals [around the
world], I knew more about what I didn’t
understand.
“So I studied theology for a year in
England, and then got a master’s degree
in tropical infections and public health
from the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine.”
While in London, a friend helped
Snow connect with a doctor in South
Africa who helped Snow get a job in a
district hospital in Queenstown in the
Eastern Cape province, where he ran
the pediatric ward, worked in outpatient clinics, and co-taught a course for
providers in isolated rural clinics.
“Later I took over the adult medical wards and the emergency room,”
Snow says. “I saw patients die almost
every day, and saw the power of competence and ineptitude working against
each other. The high volume of patients
and the severity of their illnesses really
helped me mature as a doctor, like being
in a hothouse.
“At the same time, the endurance
and humor of my patients and the endless difficulty they lived with pushed me
to respond in deeper and more personal
ways to suffering. I learned much from
seasoned African family doctors about
patient care, and about the deeper skills
of healing. The South African healthcare
system was actually fairly well organized,
but resources, especially in those years,
were depleted. The explosion of HIV/
AIDS, widespread poverty and unemployment, and the legacy of Apartheid
were all mountains we climbed alongside our patients. I found that the meaning and value that came from patient
www.nwbmonline.com

care helped balance the discouragement
we faced in building broader systemic
change.”
The experience in South Africa affected Snow powerfully, again raising questions and revealing “aspects of patient

John Snow: ‘how can I help this one?’
Photo courtesy FBR

care and healing” that he wanted to
study more deeply. He enrolled in a parttime Master’s degree program in family
medicine at the Medical University of

South Africa (MEDUNSA).
“For me,” he observes, “academic
work has more focus and effect when
I have worked for a while, and understand the questions I want to study.”
In 2001, John and his wife arrived
in Bellingham. He joined Sea Mar in
2002.
“Our work at Sea Mar was providing comprehensive healthcare to all persons regardless of categories, regardless
of ability to pay,” he remembers. “It was
a wonderful way to be a part of primary
care in Whatcom county, alongside so
many excellent colleagues, and stay true
to my vocation of serving the poor.”
As 2008 drew to a close, Snow
resigned his position at Sea Mar, recognizing that his trajectory had shifted. By
then, his work in Burma had become
the focus of his life and he was spending
more and more time in Asia helping the
Free Burma Rangers develop their infrastructure. To pay the bills, he worked in
emergency rooms in Morton and South
Bend, Wash. and spent time as a hospitalist at Peace Health St. Joseph Medical
Center in Bellingham.
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In the summer of 2010,
Snow moved to
Thailand so he
could be closer to
the Karen people.
Structural
Violence

“The Karen
live in a chronic
civil war,” Snow
says. “The Burma
Army burns villages and rice
fields, places land
mines on paths
and roads and in
rice paddies, conscripts villagers for Dr. Snow: ‘If we let future dangers hold our efforts hostage,
the race without even starting.’
forced labor, and Photo courtesy FBR
rapes and shoots
healthcare and education in the conflict
with impunity. Most of the people I
zone.”
train have some personal experience
Snow points out that this practice,
of these attacks. The systemic impact
known as ‘structural’ violence, causes more
of these regular attacks is to constrain
damage than bullets and bombs. This
trade, limit movement, and hamstring
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we have lost

technique, where the
fabric of the people’s
lives is systematically
destroyed, ironically
provides some cover
for the government’s
war on its own people
in a world where mass
casualties make the
news but destroyed
medical clinics tend
to be overlooked.
The Burmese government is keenly aware
that the appearance
of reform is valuable
on the international
stage, and this facade
is easier to maintain
when the destruction
is less dramatic and
thus less visible to the

outside world.
“There are geographical variations
in the frequency of attacks,” Snow continues. “When a village is attacked, villagers flee into the mountainous jungle.
Their options are limited. They often try
to wait it out, and harvest some of the
rice they’ve planted, hoping to rebuild
nearby. Or they flee to IDP camps –
makeshift ‘villages’ of IDPs. Or they flee
to Thailand where they are confined to
refugee camps, hoping eventually for
the war to stop, or to emigrate.
“The villages in areas of frequent
attack live in constant fear and struggle.
Those where attacks are less common
have the same systemic challenges - hard
to find teachers for school, rare clinics
with few supplies and personnel, little
trade, poverty - but not as much dayto-day fear. Education is of great value
among the Karen, and they may send
their children to IDP or refugee camps
to stay with relatives and attend school.
Family life is disrupted.
“The Burma army takes every
opportunity to block outside
humanitarian assistance, which they
regard as aiding their enemy,” he
continues. “ I have not personally been
attacked, but many in my organization
have. Since the new constitution and
recent election, attacks in all the ethnic
areas have increased, confirming the
www.nwbmonline.com

overwhelming conclusion among Burma
watchers that recent governmental
efforts are not genuine reforms, but
window dressing.”
Still, the Free Burma Rangers take
care to point out that theirs is a mission
of mercy, not conflict. “We certainly
regard all the people of Burma as needing love and assistance,” Snow says, “and
don’t regard anyone as an enemy.”
Day-to-day life is hard in the jungle
and the people struggle to feed themselves and their families. The Karen
grow rice in paddies or on hillsides, all
cleared, dug, planted and harvested by
hand. There are but two meals a day:
typically a bowl of rice supplemented
with beans, pumpkin or green leaves.
Occasionally a pig is slaughtered and
wild game, chickens, dogs, and eggs also
supply protein.
Snow marvels at the strength and
resiliency of the people.
“ I can’t quite figure how they work so
hard,” he says, “on the food they eat.”
Despite the hardships, the Karen
maintain an egalitarian and coopera-

tive society. Villages elect headmen and
regional ‘village tract leaders’ who in
turn, choose the tribal leadership.
Challenges

For the medics FBR trains, working
in clinics across Karen State, the obstacles to delivering medical care in a war
zone are numerous - and daunting.
Most supplies are donated, and as
Snow points out, “It’s hard to run a
whole system on donations, all of which
come with various conditions and
‘strings’.”
And then there is the difficulty in
getting the supplies to where they are
needed - and patients to the clinics. “All
medical equipment, meds and supplies
must be carried in from other countries
on foot and across a difficult terrain with
military threats,” he says. “The mountain terrain is challenging, and the few
dirt roads are mined and under Burma
Army surveillance, so that even crossing
them is a hazard that takes a day or two
of planning. Thus, all trade and supply
from outside the region must be carried

on jungle tracks, up and down mountains, walking through rivers or over
tenuous bamboo bridges.”
Elephants are sometimes used, but
mostly things are put in rice sacks or
bamboo baskets and carried on the
back.
“All can be lost to the Burma Army if
a clinic is attacked,” Snow adds. “Patients
also must walk - sometimes two days to clinics despite their illness. Very ill
patients are carried in a hammock slung
on a bamboo pole, looping up and down
mountains and through rivers.”
And what supplies are available are
sparse. “Achieving an accurate diagnosis can be difficult,” he explains, “with
no X-rays and with minimal labs.
Medicines are in short supply. Surgery
is often unavailable, so that people die
from injuries, obstructed labor, and
conditions such as perforated ulcer or
appendicitis. War wounds - land mine
injuries and gunshot wounds - are difficult. Amputations are often followed
by further amputations, as infection
spreads up the limb. But malaria is the
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most common cause of death, followed
by diarrheal illness and pneumonia.
“ All of these,” he points out, “are
eminently treatable and often preventable.”
Even medical reference books are a
problem.
“The jungle eats books alive,” he
explains. “I was reaching for a textbook
to illustrate a point I was making, and
as I picked it up, half the book fell away
into shavings. Termites had discovered the bookshelf and eaten their way
through most of the books. The students ... got out scissors and trimmed
away the lost parts. ‘A half book is better

than none,’ they said.”
Snow is looking into the use of iPads,
which can be charged by small solar
panels.
So what are the Karen’s greatest medical needs?
“ On the largest scale, they need
the war to stop, and some equitable
form of peace, so that they can develop
healthcare solutions for themselves.
Short of that, they need enough food
so that they are not malnourished;
access to accurate diagnoses and effective medicines and surgery; training to
provide these among all their villages,
and knowledge and resources to pre-

Dr Curtis Smith:
a legacy of smiles

B

ellingham native Dr. Curtis Smith knows a
thing or two about smiles.
As a dentist, he practiced locally for 45
years, serving as president of the local dental society
(1973-74) and the Washington State Dental Association
(1988-89). He served on the board of the Washington
Dental Service Foundation (WDSF) for 9 years, from 1992
until 2001. In 2000 he convened the local group that
Dr. Curtis Smith
became the Whatcom County ABCD (Access to Baby and
Photo by Chad DeRosa
Child Dentistry) program, part of the state-wide WDSF
ABCD effort. This program provides dental care for low-income children.
“I have been fortunate to have made many contacts and had many assignments over
the 45 years that I practiced which have put me in a position to be a resource when a need
for access to dental care is identified,” Smith says.
Although he retired from private practice in 2005, Smith remains committed to
facilitating dental care for those in need. In 2006, as a member of the Whatcom Oral
Health Coalition, he planned and initiated the Donated Adult Dental (DAD) program at
the Interfaith Dental Clinic and just last year participated in the planning and start-up of
Whatcom Patient Access to Dentistry (WPAD).
“WPAD is an extension of DAD,” he explains, “which refers patients to private dental
offices for low or no-cost care.”
He is currently consulting with Skagit County to launch dental programs similar to
those in Whatcom.
“Most dentists that I know are very generous in providing help to those in need,” Smith
points out. “I was blessed with more opportunities than most and I do what I can,”
“When I was first in practice,” he recalls, “my mother, a guidance counselor at
Bellingham High School, sent me a young lady who refused to smile because her teeth
were in such bad shape. I was able to correct the problem and restore her smile. My mother
kept sending kids until she retired.
“Unfortunately, during the last two years I have begun to suffer the effects of Peripheral
Neuropathy, which has put an end to my ability to provide direct dental care,” he says.
But he’s not done creating smiles.
“On the plus side, my brain still works,” he says, “so I can continue to give advice and
provide contacts.”
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vent disease or treat it when it comes.”
Seeking Hope

“All chronic conflicts look hopeless,”
Snow admits. “This one, particularly,
as the Burma government is so insular,
paranoid, and shrewd. They have played
the different ethnic groups off each other
for more than a generation. I am praying for relief for all the people of Burma,
including the Karen. Who knows from
what quarter a change might arise? South
Africa and Ireland are both examples of
chronic impasses being dismantled. But
that is just the start. Then comes the
slow work of building something better. We try to keep that in mind as we
develop our programs now.
“Within the character of the Karen
people, though, I plant my best hopes.
They are sturdy, organized, and intrepid. They know how to live with almost
nothing, how to endure the heat and
hard work, how to live in harmony in
close quarters. Among our students,
I have never heard a complaint. They
have an enormous latent dignity, mixed
with humor and fun. I wish my desire
for their character had already changed
me, but I have a long way to go.
“Whether one has articulate hopes or
not, the fact of the present needs compel me to carry on this work. If we let
future dangers hold our efforts hostage,
we have lost the race without even starting.”
For John Snow, the road to Burma
has been a road to self-discovery. As he’s
learned more about the challenges faced
on a daily basis by so much of the nonWestern world, his desire to help has
only grown. And despite the hardships,
the bouts of hopelessness, the danger, he
has grown to fully love his work, his life,
the Karen people.
“Once I began to understand the
need of people here,” he muses, “turning
my back on them would be the worst
possible indifference. Like seeing a rape
occurring, and walking away. I can’t
mutter, ‘Someone else will help.’ I have
all these medical skills and experience,
and they have all these medical needs.
Often, I try to help, and fail. But it is
the effort itself that is loving, and that
fits into the loving effort of the Divine.
www.nwbmonline.com

The PazSalud Mission:
a labor of love for Dr. David Lynch

W

hen Bellingham family physician Dr. David Lynch heard
about the PazSalud Mission, he was intrigued. Organized
by the Sisters of St. Joseph of Peace in conjunction with
PeaceHealth, teams of medical professionals have traveled to El Salvador
for each of the last 10 years. While there, they provide a variety of
healthcare services to people who otherwise would do without, including
general medicine, pediatric, gynecological and optometry.
Lynch cites “adventure and a desire to learn and serve” as his primary
motivations to make the trip. “I appreciate the opportunity to use my
skills in this way,” he says.
The Sisters of St. Joseph of Peace have a long history of service. In
1890, two members of the order traveled from New Jersey to Bellingham,
where they offered medical care to the loggers and fishermen that
worked here. Their efforts would eventually lead to the establishment of
PeaceHealth, which operates seven hospitals in the Pacific Northwest.
Dr. Lynch, a native of New York City, arrived in Whatcom County in
1978 after graduating from the State University of New York Upstate
Medical University in Syracuse, New York and a residency in Spokane,
seizing an opportunity to “work with valuable colleagues in a beautiful
place to raise a family.”
Currently he serves as vice-president for clinical process improvement
and business development for Bellingham’s Family Care Network.

I don’t want to be frugal with the love
I’ve received. In terms of love, the world
doesn’t need more conservation, it needs
liberality. I don’t want to live without
loving this way.”
Somewhere in the jungle, John Snow
has broken his arm, negotiating the difficult terrain through the mountains.
In a neighboring country, he undergoes
surgery. It’ll be in a cast for six weeks,
slowing him down. A reminder, perhaps, of the difficulty of his path. His
work frequently puts him among the
Karen, many of whom live with daily
risk.
“I don’t want to die just yet,” he says.
“But if I die, I want to look at what I’ve
done and know that I encountered the
‘great need’ of those I met, and because
of the love I’ve been given, I didn’t turn
away in fear, or risk, or distraction. I saw
their needs, and thought, ‘How can I
help this one?’”

He became involved with the
PazSalud El Salvador Health
Mission in 2005.
“A team is organized that
meets the needs of the area being
served,” he explains. “It may
include primary care doctors in
family medicine, pediatrics and
internal medicine, but also specific
specialists may be involved as
needed. For example, when the Dr. David Lynch
primary care doctors go down, we Photo by John D’Onofrio
identify those who need eye cataract surgery, and then on a later trip,
arrangements are made with a local hospital to do many surgeries on
those who have been prescreened.”
The work in El Salvador is truly a labor of love. Lynch receives no
compensation for his efforts and, in fact, pays his own way to get there.
“It has motivated me in an unexpected way,” he says, “to work locally
for an equitable healthcare system here in our own country,” work that
he’s passionate about as a part of the Whatcom Alliance for Health Care
Access and Whatcom Project Access, sponsored by the Whatcom County
Medical Society.
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For more information about the Free Burma
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